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From:

Gary Coughlen [GCoughlen@REFRACTEC.COMj

Sent:

Wednesday, June 30, 2004 9:03 PM

To:

Director - FASB

Cc:

mpolter@delphiventures.com; jcdowling@nvca.org

File Reference: 1102-100

Subject: File Ref. No. 1102-100
I am writing in regards to the draft amendment of FASB 123. Refractec, Inc. is a start up medical device company that has
successfully utilized Incentive Stock Options (ISO) as part of compensation packages to aUract and retain quality employees.
Since 1997 Refractec has grown from zero to sixty employees. During this timeframe we conducted two FDA clinical trials which
lead to commercializing our technology in 2002.
As you know, the challenges of launching a new technology are formidable. The potential financial rewards associated with ISO's
are one of the key elements in being able to lure talented individuals from the relative safety of larger organizations or academia.
In addition, a lack of bureaucracy allows successful startups to be nimble and decisive when dealing with the vagaries of
pioneering technologies.
I am a strong proponent of accurate and useful financial reporting for all constituencies. However, I believe that imposing the new
requirements suggested in the draft FASB 123 will lead to less informative financial reporting, create addition work for startup
companies that will not lead to value creation, and squanders precious financial resources.
Much has been written about stock based compensation. I personally believe that fully diluted earning per share is an adequate
disclosure to inform users of financial information about the contingent impact. At the time of ISO issuance the financial impact is
uncertain and the valuation methods applied to common stock for organizations financed primarily with preferred stock is
questionable at best.
In conclusion, I would ask that you consider the overall objective. I would submit this should be to stimulate investment in
innovative technologies while creating an environment whereby young companies can attract talented employees and not be
burdened with unnecessary administrative burdens. In light of the potentially confUSing financial information produced by these
rulings, as well as the questionable methodology when applied to private companies, the amendments to FASB 123 only make
the current problem worse. Thank you for the opportunity to provide this feedback.
Gary A. Cough len
Chief Financial Officer
Refractec, Inc.
S Jenner, Suite 150
Irvine, CA 92618
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